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R 
The set of contin&s&o~-the&ht step functiopsfrom the half-open unit inter& [O, P[ into a 
topological space X is denoted by X4. Elsewhere a topology has been defined whi& makes X* a 
contractibk; locally contrktibl+ %pace:with the ‘subspace of constant functions being homeomor- 
+:phic:‘tcj$‘#hen X:h+,i bi@nded~met& p, the to~l6gy of. X*. may be d&bed by the metric 
,d(f, g) = Q p(f(!); g(0) d& s s :t 
L Itiis~~~~~~~at~~~~~s~~~~bi~,thi 
axiom of xou~kbility, then X* ,scrtisks it too:In c6ntrast; it is shown’that p&pert& such as 
normality do n;dt c6dfroinSX to X%This follows from the main result:,X* is homeomorphic to 
its Square, aird tlbs contains a: copy of X XX (which is closed when X is Hau&ioriI). The final 
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While wme facts about the topology of X* have been noted in [Z]; namely that 
Hausdorffness, a complete regularity and met&ability extend from X to X*, little 
else is known. We show that separability and first* an@ seFnd,countability are 
~~~~~th~~d~~‘~~e~~~~?~~~~:;t? $C?#owev@@on ~~i~~~~~~r~~~~~~;_~l~closed- _ * 
herdi- &&& (su& & g&g&~)& & && &&g$ f&&L~$&;~~~ mis is 
( ” .,_i 1 - , ;; - . :. .i_i-._i ” d1 
a c&~!hfy of our rnti result: X* is ‘homko~orphic, to xlll XX*, ?l&orem 3 gO@S ~ 
fader stating that when X h& a bounded metric and’X* has &q~ual metric then 
the &trik completion ‘of %F, compl(.$*),* is:homeomorphic& P ~&$able $wcr of 
compl(X*). ‘IThe&kl theorem states that ifk 1jas at least wo ; &t&&&X* is not 
complete met&able. An important corollary is that if X is IIausdor!I and has at least 
two points, then XT is not locally compact. 
Far a topological space X, a function f.: [0, l[ +X is in X* if there is a finite 
partition of [O, l[ = u ([ ai,u~+~[:O~i~n)suchthat0=4~<~rc~.*<(Zn<Qn+l= 
1 andt is comtant on each [ad, ai+d. 
A subbk neighbourhood f a function f in X* is described by 
~(~,~,Vle)=(heX*:l{r~[~6[:h(t)rCV)l<s}, 
where f is constant on [a, b[, V is m open’ &ghbourhood of f(a), 8 F 0 and 1.1 is 
Lebesgue measure. The space X can be identified with the subspace of constant 
functiok The main result of [2] is that the topology generated by the above 
sub-basic aeighbourhoods is contractible and locally contractible.It will prove useful 
to have a description of a base for the above topology of X*. The collection of sets of 
the form 
N(fi vo,-•, 
<t ‘ 1 
where @~.ai+~[:~O s i 5 n}is a partition iif [O,’ lf for,f, Vi is an o#enneighbourhood 
of f(a& and e >O, ‘is a base for a$opIy on X?;” I J : : 
, _ ./ 
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and 
6’ = C IIt E [a;, (L;+t [:gOI S Vi }I, 
where{[ai, ai~,~[:.O~i.~n}and{[ai, a~j+i_[: 0~ j~m)arepartitionsof[O, l[forfand 
f’ respectively. Finally let U& be the least element of F containing (bk) where 
{[bk, bk+l[: OS k up} is a partition of [0, l[ for g. We claim that 
N(g;Uo,..., U,,; i”&N(f; V’, . . . , I&; e)nN(f’; V&, . ?. , V&,; e’) 
given that 
8” = min{ct: -6, e’-s’}j(m +n + 1). 
If hEN(g; U&*.., &;e”), then 
10 E [ai, ai+1[: h(t) a K)l c 10 E [ai, ai+& g(t) g &)I + E” 
which implies 
CI(te[ai,al+l[: h(t)6 V;:)J<S+(rs+l)e’~e. 
Thush~N(f;V~,...,V,;e)andsoN(g;U~ ,..., UP;e%N(f;Vo ,..., Vn;$). 
Similarly N(g; UO, . . l , UP; E’) G N(f’; V&, . . . , irk; e’), and it follows ,that the 
indicated collection is a base. It is easily seen that the topology determined by this 
base coincides with that generated by the sub-basic neighbourhoods. ? 
Deflnitian. The partition {[ai, ai+l[: 0 s i s n} of [Q, l[ is called the standardpartition 
for f if f is constant [al, ai+l[ but not on [ai, ai+*[, OS i < n. 
* 
Remark. If in the above argument we replace “partition(s)” by “the standard 
partition(s)‘?; ,then the argument still holds. We shall have occasion to use this in 
Section 3. 
The symbol 2’denotes the two element discrete space and for any map 4 :X -) Y, 
4* :X* 3 Y4 is defined. by 4*(f) =$ ofi The following lemma will enable us to 
restrict our attention to 2* at certain times. 
Lemma. If 4 :X + Y is a mapping such that t#(X) is closed in Y, then 4*(x*) is 
closed in Y*. 
proof. Let f e Y*\&*(X*). For .some a, b E [0, l[, f is constant on [a, b[ and 
f(a)E Y\&(X). Thence N(a, b, Y\4(X), &b-a)) is a sub-basic neighbourhood ff 
which does not intersect .4*(X*). 
3. PIoperoies that extqnd from X to X* 
We lengthen the list of known properties that extend from X to X* to include 
separability and $rst irnd second counttibility. Using: proofs analogous to that of 1 . _ t’ r 
1 . 
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Proposition 4 of [2] one may also prove that To-ness and 7’1.ness extend from X 
to xi*. . 
Ro~tron 1. If each point of the topological space X has a local base of cardinality M 
(ah), then so does each functioti in X*. 
wf, Let f e X* have standard p+artition {[ai, ai+& 0 s i g n}. The collection of sets 
o=! the form N( f; vo, . . . , Vn; l/r), as Vi ranges over a base of open neighbourhoods 
~Q$Q) with cardinality Nand r ranges over the positive integers, isan open basis at f 
in .JP ePgd has cardinahty PC. 
COH&QG If the topological space X satisfies the first axiom of countability, then so 
does X*. 
D&&ion. A function f in X* is said to have a rational partition if there is a partition 
(Cal, ~r+l[: 0G i s n} of [0, l[ such that f is constant on each [ai, ai+l[ and each ai is a 
rational number. 
Tboreml. If {I&. l a e A} is a base for the topology on Xand Y is dense in X, then the 
collectionofsetsoftheformN(f; Vo,. . . , Vn; 1 fr) where f has a rationalpartition and 
values in Y, Vi E (Uo: CY E A} and r ranges over the poiitive integers is a base for the 
topology on X*. 
Proof. Firstly note that if the collection described inthe statement ofthe theorem is 
a base for a topology then this topology cannot be finer than the usual one since the 
above coiiection is a subcollection ofone of the bases described in Section 2. 
For our purposes itwiil be sufficient to show that for N(h ; Wo, . . . , Wn; E), where 
abi, bi+l[: 0 s i s n} is a partition on [0, l[ for h and WO, . . . , W” E (ua: rr E A}, 
there is an f in X* with rational partition {[al, ai+l[: 0 G i G m} and values in Y and a 
positive integer such that 
hEN(f;Vo,...,V,,,;l/r) 
zN(h; Wo,..., We;&) where Vo,..., V,E{U,:~~EA}. 
Let r be a positive integer such that l/r &. Either there is a. k such that 
1- 1/3r G bk c 1 or b, c 1- l,j?‘3r. In the first instance let m be the least k such 
that 1 - 1/3r G bk and let ar E’ &? be such that 
bi S ai C min{bi + 1/[%(~3 + 1)], bi+l} 
idmwitha,,,<l,ao=Oandla,+l= 1. Choose yi E Y A Wi, 0 G i G m, and define f 
by f(Cai9 ai+& = Yi. 
We show 
hEN(f; WO,..., W,n;l/r)sN(h; WoP-, W~;E). 
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Now 
and so h E N(f; WO, . ..$ W’; f/r)* HgEN(f; Wo,. .., W,n; l/r), then r , 
m-l 
C j{tE[bi, bi+l[: g(t)& Wi}14mf* i{tE[ai, ai+l[: g(P)& 55$}l+a?-bi 
and since 
m-l 
c ai_bi+l_bm~1/3r+1/3t 
it follows that 
i I{t.E [bi, bf+.l[~ g(t) E Wg!f s 2/3r +f I{t E[ai, ai+l[: g(t) 6 W}l 
ThushEN(f; Wo ,..., Wm;lJr)EN(h; WO ,..., Wn;e). 
In the second instance asimilar proof works. 
. 
Cu~roky 1. If the topological space X has a base of cardinal@ N (z+&), then X* has 
a base of cardinality N. In particular, if X satisfies the second axiom of countability, 
then so does X*. 
Proof. Let {Vp: at E A} be a base for the topology of X and let x, E U,. The set 
(x,: a! E A} is dense in X. The cardinality of the basis for X* given in Theorem 1 
equals card(A), when the dense subset of X is taken to be (x,: (Y E A). 
C~roUary 2. If the topological space X has a dense sublset of cardinality H(M&), then 
X* has a dense subset of cardinal& k4. In particular, if X is separable, then X” is 
separable. 
Proof. If X has a dense subset Y with cardinality H (a&) then the collection of 
functions with rational partition and values in Y is dense, by Theorem 1, and has the 
same cardinality as Y. 
CO~OD~ 3. If Y is a dense subspace of X, Y* is a dense subspace of X*. 
Proof. By Property (A) of Section 1, Y* is a subspace of X* and by the proof of 
Theorem 1 T’* contains asubset which is dense in X*. Thus Y* is dense in X*. 
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4. Prapertfes that do not extend from X to X* 
In this section we prove that certain topological properties do not always extend 
from X to X* and that other properties can extend from X to X* only in trivial cases. 
Using induction on Theorem 2 we obtain that whenever X is Hausdorff and has at 
least wo points, X* contains a(closed) copy of [0, 13” for all natural numbers n and 
thus X* necessarily has strong inductive dimension +a~ In Theorem 3 we prove that 
if X has a bounded metric then the metric om@letion f X* is homeomorphic to its 
countable power. To conclude we prove that X* is not complete metrizabie or locally’ 
compact if X is.HausdorfI and has at least wo points. 
Theorem 2. For every topological space X, X* is homeomorphic to X* xX*. 
Proof. Defineamap$:X*+X*xX* byqb(f)=(fl,f2) where 
flW =f(ft) Oacl, 
f*(t)=f($t+$) Ostcl. 
It is apparent that 4 is one to one and onto. 
(1) Firstly we show q5 is continuous. 
Suppose W is a non-empty open set in X* xX* and f E X* such that q%(f) = 
(fl,fi)E W. Then there exist sets l&=M(f~, UO,. . . , US; EI) and N2= . 
Mfi; Ko, . . .v V,; e2) such that N1 x N~c W. 
Let {[&vi, a +p[: 06 i G n} and {[bj, bj+l[: O&j s m} be partitions of [0, l[ for fi and 
f2 respectively. Then 
(1 ki, tcli+l [: O~icn}u{[$bj+ , 3 ibj+l +&‘: 0s jam} 
is a partition of [0, l[ for fi Consider the open basic neighbourhood N of f in X* 
defined by N = N(f; .U& . . . , V,, V& . . . , Vm; E) where e =i min{cl, ~2) and the 
partition of [&I[ for f is the one immediately above. Suppose g EN and 4(g) = 
kl, g2j.s Thm 
Hence g1 E N1 and similarly g2 E 1?& Thus t$(g) E Nl x N2 and N G qK*( W). There- 
fore #-l(W) is open and 4 is continuous. 
(2) We now show 4 is an open mapping. 
Suppose Y is a non-empty open ubset of X* and (fi, f2) is contained in the image 
of Y under 4. Let f = 4-‘( fi, f2j and {[ai, ai+l[: 0 G i G n} be a partition of [0, l[ 
for fi Since Y is open and f e Y, there is an open basic neighbourhood N = 
Mf; Vo, . . .p V”; E) of f containe$d in Y. Let k be such that 0~ k G n and 
ak +, ak+1 >). We may assume ak C $ and define a new partition {[bi, bii+l[: 0~ 
is n + 1) where bi = at, 0~ i G 8; bk+l = 3; bi+l = ai, i > k; and consider N’ = 
Mf; Uo, . . l 9 C&,+1; 6) where Vi = &, 0 G i G k; U,+j = Vk; and Ui+l= Vi for i > k. 
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Let N~=N(f~;U&..., Uk; E) and Nz= N(fi; Uk+l, . g l , U,+l; E) so that if 
(gl, gJ E Nl x N2 and K’(gt, g2) = g, then from 
f I{t E [2bj, 26i+l[: gl(t) g V;:)l< e 
and 
n+l 
C I{t E [2bi - 1.9 2bi+l- I[: g2(t) If U}l < g 
k+l 
it follows that 
2 I{t E Ibis bi+l[: g(t) E vi}1 <Se n+l and C I(t E [bi, bi+a[: g(t) E Ui}l< )c: 
k+l 
implying g E N and so d(U) 1 Nl x N2. That is, q5 is an open map and hence is a 
homeomorphism. 
CoroMary 1. For any topological space X, X* contains a copy of X x X which is closed 
if X is Hausdor& 
Proof. Observing that X* x X* contains ahomeomorphic copy of X XX, Theorem 
2 implies that X* contains acopy of X XX If X is Hausdorff then the copy of X in 
X* is closed and so the copy of X XX in X* is also closed. 
Corollary 2. If P is a closed-hereditary, non finitely-productive topological property of 
Hausdofl spaces, then there is a topological space X such that X* does not have 
property P. 
If X is a Hausdoflspace, then the following properties do not always extend from X 
to X*: normality, paracompactness, being a k-space and being a Lindeltif space. 
Corollary 3. If X is a Hausdorff space and has at least two points, then the strong 
inductive dimension of X* is +a. 
Proof. The existence of the path hr (0 s t G 1) joining two distinct functions f and g 
defined’by 
f(s) 
h(s) = Igfs) s E ro, tr, 
s E [t, aL 
shows that X* contains a(closed) copy of [0, 11. Using induction on Theorem 2, X* 
contains a closed copy of [0, 11” for each natural number n. Thus by 11.1(A) and 
Theorem IV.3 of [7], the strong inductive dimension of X* is +Q 
The following does not strictly come under the heading “Properties that do not 
extend from A to X*“, but we feel it is closely enough related to Theorem 2 to 
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include it here. The symbol {gJ represents an element of (X*)u” and compl( Y) 
denotes the metric completion of Y with respect to some given metric. 
Theorem 3. If X has a bounded metric pand X” has the metric 
Id(f, g) = j- ’ p (f (0, g(r)) dt, 
0 
then compl(X*) is homeomorphic to its countable power. 
Proof. We will show compl(X*) and [compl(X*)]No are homeomorphic byshowing 
they are isometrically isomorphic when each is given a metric that induces the correct 
topology. Without loss of generality assume p is bounded by 1. 
The metric on X* d(JC, g) =ji p( f(t), g(t)) dt will be bounded by II. We shall use 
the metric S({g,,}, {hn}) =C 2-“d(g,,, h,) on (X*)% Fix an arbitrary c E X* and let 
{c*}E (X*)N” be given by c,(t) = c(2-“t + 1 - 2l-7 and consider the subset D of 
(X*)K” where (gn}~ D if g, = c,, for all but a finite number of n. It is an elementary 
property of product spaces that D is dense in (X*)‘O. We define 4 : D 4X* by 
d(Bn} = g where g(t) = gn(2”t - 2” + 2) if 1 - 2l-” G t < 1 - 2”. We show that the map 
4 is an isometry and the image of D under 4 is dense. If up EX* and E > 0, then 
p%X* given by 
p(t) Octc1-2-“, 
p’(t)=L(t) 1-2--“GKl, 
where n is such that 2-” c e, has the property that d(p, p’) < e and p)E #(I))* To 
see that 4 is an isometry let {g,,} and {hn}E D and q5{gn} = g, &hJ = h. Then 
NgJ, WI = C 2-“d(gnr hn) and, 
W(g,L WJJ = d(g, h) = p(g(t), h(t)) dt 
1-2-n 
= 
zl 
1_2,_” ds(O, h(t)) dt 
=X2-” 6’ p(g,,(t), h,(t))dt=C2-“d(gn,h,), 
4l 
as required. It follows that comp&X*) is isometrically isomorphic to compl[(X*)uO] 
which is isometrically isomorphic to [compl(X*)]u”. 
Theorem 4. If X has a bounded metric and has at least wo points, then X* is not 
complete metrizable. 
Proof. Since the existence of a complete metric is a closed-hereditary property, by 
Property (A) of Section 1 and the: lemnia of Section 2 it will suffice to show that 2” is 
not complete me&able, where 2 = (0, 1) and ~(0, 1) = 1. We may treat 2’ as an 
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abelian topological group with the metric d(f, g) = 1: ~(f(t), g(t)) dt a two-sided 
invariant metric on 2’. By a theorem of Klee [6] if a topological group G admits a 
two-sided invariant metric S and admits a complete metric then G is complete with 
respect to 6. Thus to prove the theorem we need only exhibit a Cauchy sequence in2* 
which does not converge. 
The sequence defined by fi(t) = 0,O s t c 1 
j”(f) OWCl-2’-“, 
fn+l(t)= 0 
* i 
1-21-“st<1, forneven, 
1 l-2’-“stcl, fornodd 
is Cauchy, d(fn, &+I) = 2-“, but does not converge in 2*. 
Corollary. If Xis Hausdorfand has at least wo points, then X* is not locally compact 
or a k,-space. (For information on k,-spaces ee [4].) 
Proof, Since the property of being a locally compact Hausdorff space or a km-space 
is closed-hereditary, it will suffice to show 2* is not locally compact or kU. By a result 
from [S] locally compact Hausdorff topological groups are complete in their left 
uniform structure and by Theorem 2 of [4], k,-groups are complete in their left 
uniform structure. But the proof of Theorem 4 shows 2* cannot be complete in its 
left uniform structure and hence is not locally compact or k@. 
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